Diebold Election Systems Response to the Princeton University AccuVote-TS
Analysis
The following statement may be attributed to Dave Byrd, President, Diebold Election
Systems.
September 13, 2006 – “Three people from the Center for Information Technology
Policy and Department of Computer Science at Princeton University today released a
study of a Diebold Election Systems AccuVote-TS unit they received from an
undisclosed source. The unit has security software that was two generations old, and to
our knowledge, is not used anywhere in the country. Normal security procedures were
ignored. Numbered security tape, 18 enclosure screws and numbered security tags
were destroyed or missing so that the researchers could get inside the unit. A virus was
introduced to a machine that is never attached to a network.”
“By any standard - academic or common sense - the study is unrealistic and inaccurate.”
“The current generation AccuVote-TS software – software that is used today on
AccuVote-TS units in the United States - features the most advanced security features,
including Advanced Encryption Standard 128 bit data encryption, Digitally Signed
memory card data, Secure Socket Layer (SSL) data encryption for transmitted results,
dynamic passwords, and more.”
“These touch screen voting stations are stand-alone units that are never networked
together and contain their own individual digitally signed memory cards.”
“In addition to this extensive security, the report all but ignores physical security and
election procedures. Every local jurisdiction secures its voting machines - every voting
machine, not just electronic machines. Electronic machines are secured with security
tape and numbered security seals that would reveal any sign of tampering.”
“Diebold strongly disagrees with the conclusion of the Princeton report. Secure voting
equipment, proper procedures and adequate testing assure an accurate voting process
that has been confirmed through numerous, stringent accuracy tests and third party
security analysis.”
“Every voter in every local jurisdiction that uses the AccuVote-TS should feel secure
knowing that their vote will count on Election Day.”
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